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A yogi is one who is unaffected by the pair of opposites. He sees the Will of  God. Whether 
suffering or happy he is happy. The science of yoga was  practiced by our elders for 3,000 years as 
tools for taking care of the physical  body and clearing the mind. When the physical body and the 
mental body clear  themselves, the spiritual being of a person works and there is all happiness. It  is 
not a religion and it is not not-a-religion. It is direct self-control for prosperity,  projection and life.  
Our purpose in teaching yoga is that you must improve spiritually, expand mentally and remain fit 
physically. If  there is a physical sickness, it is karma from a previous life. Only God knows if it is 
from a previous life but it should  not upset you. Cheat anybody—it is causing karma. You will 
repay it one way or another, as in this beautiful story:  Guru Gobind Singh, the 10th Sikh Master, 
was sitting in peace when a hawk brought a pigeon in his presence. The  Guru started giving bits of 
the pigeon to the hawk. A man saw this and said, “Oh my God! How cruel is this man  of God—the 
pigeon is still alive!”The Guru said, “Don’t be upset with me. Ask these two.”The man asked the 
hawk  and pigeon what they thought. The pigeon said, “When we were people I took money from 
him with the intention  not to pay, but gave the oath of the Guru as my witness. Now I am a pigeon 
and he is a hawk. He was going to  eat me, so I requested he take me to the Guru so we may be free 
of this karma. Don’t feel upset. My action has  brought this reaction.” The man replied, “But why 
must I see it?”“You do the same. It is a lesson to you.”  Every action has a reaction equal and 
opposite. It is the third law of energy, also called the Law of Karma and Yoga.  You may feel smart 
that you can get away with something. The reality is, you get away with nothing. You have  not 
been getting away, nor is there any chance in the future of getting away. The best thing to do is to 
use your  prosperity and power to uplift others with a smile. If people are depressed, say, “I am with 
you.” Hold a hand, close  your eyes and start meditating. Hug somebody and do long and deep 
breathing. Breathe with a person because  your total life is based on the Breath of Life. Such 
gestures are more divine and more powerful than anything else  you may do on the planet.   
LA0971  MEDITATION - Stabilize the Mind   
 Sit straight in a cross-legged position. Interlock the hands behind the neck 
with the elbows stretched back. Eyes are closed.  Rhythmically chant the 
mantra, “Har, Har, Har, Har…” (“Tantric Har” by Simran Kaur and Guru 
Prem Singh) pulling  in the navel and stretching the elbows back on each 
“Har.” Open your chakras! Continue for 11 minutes. To end, inhale  
deeply, hold and stretch your spine. Exhale. Repeat 2 more times. Relax.  
“Har” means “I lost,” because when you chant “Har” you lose your ego. 
“Har” also means “I gained,” in the sense  that “I gained my superior, 
powerful self.” This kriya helps you stabilize your mind. Changing 
negative habits and  giving you a fundamental firmness, it gives you a new personality. Do it 11 
minutes every day.  The Age of Aquarius is coming. The Age of Depression, the Age of 
Questioning, all this is Piscean, fish circling a  fish, man asking a man, and has to go away. There 
will be an Aquarian human being with a sensory system. We  must develop ourselves! Ask your 
mind why it is not stable. Have some strength. Stabilize it! You want healthy  environments and a 
good life, and this one kriya can do it for you. It can adjust your chakras and make the spinal  fluid 
go up to cure the very brain that is your coordinator. It will open up the Heart Center, the Navel 
Center and  the Third Eye, so that you can be you.  When you struggle to do a meditation that is the 
most wonderful day. That is the day you are doing it! That is the  day you have to decide you 
against the universe. And that is the day you must win! “Myself over time and space,”  is the 
purpose of everything in life. You must win time and space and exercise your sovereign, 
independent right to  be imperial. God has given you nothing but time and space, and you shall rule 
it as a matter of rule. You shall not  subject yourself to anybody or anything. Be you! The moment 
you decide to be you, nothing in life can make you  unhappy 
 


